
Saxon 8/7 Math Homework – 2ndQuarter, Week 5
Due: Tuesday, November 14, 2023

Important Note: Please reread each lesson with the examples before attempting to complete
the assignment. Before turning the homework in, arrange it in order.

Day 1 - Lesson 45:
___ Practice Set: a - f
___Problem Set: All Even Numbers PLUS #9, 13

Day 2 - Test 8:
___ (pg. 195 in the Tests and Worksheets booklet) Note: You do not have to
do the Facts Practice Test on the day you take this test. Remember to use
Recording Form E-Test Solutions for this test. If there isn’t enough room to work

the problem, you may also use notebook paper but make sure to put the
circled answer on the Form. This test is closed book and closed notes. A

parent should monitor the test taking; make sure the student’s test is neat and
shows all work. Please place the finished test in a sealed envelope

with the parent’s signature to be turned in to the tutor for grading

TEST REMINDERS: 1) If there is a problem that has you draw something using a compass or
ruler, you may do it on another piece of paper, just write a note in the square on the test and
clearly label the problem on the attached sheet. 2) If there is a problem that requires you to
draw a coordinate plane (with an X and Y axis) you must do that on a piece of graph paper
and attach it to your test. You
must also use a ruler to draw it and any other lines or line segments.

Day 3 - Lesson 46:
___Facts Practice Test J (NOT Optional)
___ Practice Set: a - l
___ Problem Set: ALL Even Numbers

Day 4 - Lesson 47:
___Practice Set: a - l
___Problem Set: # 1-4, 6-11, 22, 25, 27

Day 5 - Lesson 48:
___ Facts Practice Test I – Optional
___ Practice Set: a - f



___Problem Set: # 11-12, 15-30


